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Abstract: Information and Communication technologies (ICT) have a potential for economic growth and social empowerment (Nandi, 2002). Direct or indirect application of ICT, in rural development sector has also been referred to as “Rural Informatics”. Rural economies can be benefited from ICT by focusing on social production, social consumption and social services in the rural areas. The inculcation of a Citizen-to-Government (C2G) and Citizen-to-Citizen (C2C) interface would provide this link that would also lead to community participation in design and implementation of ICT interventions. This in return could promise better economic opportunities as well as social inclusion of rural people in the processes of governance. Such attributes in the social set up are essential prerequisites for good governance and rural development. Concerns about educational quality and educational opportunities with the necessity of developing those most vulnerable are the accumulation of globalization is symbiotic. Generally, "the changes of globalization in developing countries, on low-income groups, especially women and girls and" low skill workers, as well as all groups applying for and obtaining new skills to press.
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Introduction

Technologies (ICT) during the past two decades have had many points of contact with education and training. The development of technology is placing new demands on expertise, and it is also leading to the increased use of information technology (IT) in instruction and learning. As early as in the 1970s discussions of the future of school systems started to pay attention to the opportunities provided by ICT.

Now with the approach of the new millennium, IT is playing an increasingly central role in almost all future planning of schools and instruction. (World Bank, 1999).

The process of development in a country is to be aided by its governance. The goal of governance “should be to develop capacities that are needed to realize development that gives priority to the poor, and creates needed opportunities for employment and other livelihoods” [14]. Increased number of poor, hungry or marginalized people in a country represents decrease in its quality of governance. To promote development, various studies have proposed governance in the contextual realities of each country, including veritable participation of citizens in the governmental decision-making process [4,5]. Several Institutions and experts accept Governance as a reflexive process, wherein policies, institutions, outcomes and analysis interact, to maximize the process of participatory development[15,8,10].

Information and communication technologies (ICT), including radio and television and the newer digital technologies like computers and the Internet as potentially are introduced powerful tools and activators of educational reform and changes. Different ICT, when properly applied can be developed to help access to education and the relationship between training and workshops to strengthen the increasingly digital, the quality of education also helped to create teaching and learning in an active process connected to real life high take. However, the experience of being raised by ICT in the classroom and other educational sites around the world during the last few decades proves that is not automatic fully realize the potential benefits of ICT training. [6]

But nowadays, ICT is more than a technology. Although the old technologies such as telephone, radio and television, will be less attention in the past but were used as educational tools. For example, "radio and television are used for over forty years to open and distance education. In this regard, although print remains the most expensive method and therefore available, but in developed and developing countries is provided the most prominent mechanism. Internet and computer use in developing countries still in early
stages are spent and if they used are limited due to is expensive infrastructure and access to them.

Infrastructural challenges in education of based on ICT:

Before any program of based on ICT to run, an Educational technology infrastructure is placed above infrastructure of information and telecommunications. Policy makers and planners should carefully take into account the following:

2-1- At first, is there suitable rooms and buildings for placing technology? Building schools in countries that they are too old, is required to ensure an extensive repair of electrical wiring system, building, cooling and heating, ventilation and safety.

2-2- are there electricity and phone? Developing countries, vast areas still lack adequate power and several miles away their nearest phone station. In some African countries are using wireless technology, although expensive approach, but other developing countries with poor telecommunications can try this solution.

2-3- Policy makers must are examined also attending a variety of ICT in the country in general and the educational system (all levels) in particular. For example, "a primary need in education of based on ICT (using a computer and via online) access to computer and Internet services at the community level, especially schools and host families.

Challenges of Capacity building:

Various attempts should be occur throughout the educational system integration for success of ICT.

3-1- professional development of teachers should be have five-axis:

- Skills in specific applications
- merging in existing curriculum
- curriculum changes regarding the application of IT (including changes in instructional design)
- Changes in the teacher's role
- to support educational theories

Ideally these should be served in pre-service training of teachers and be upgraded in in-service. In some countries, like Singapore, Malaysia and England, is required to recognize the application of ICT training courses. ICT will change speedily technologies and in this regard even the most elite teachers need to promote ICT skills and are welcome the latest developments and best practices.

Although the first focus is skills with specific applications but other four focus is importance. Research on ICT application in different fields as education and uniform over the years show disability as a barrier to teachers successfully plan, understand why they should use ICT and how to properly get the best teaching aid..

Unfortunately, most teacher professional development in ICT has been the emphasis on teaching tools and their application in education. If learning process being Student centered, anxiety of teachers from being struck by the technology or the loss of authority in the classroom, can be prevented and as a deep understanding and feeling a severe change in their role than do not have to be raised.

Whether ICT will replace teachers? Answer is "no". In fact, with promoting ICT in the classroom, teacher's role in learning process is even more important. What can and should change is the role of teacher. Likewise the role of students "developed since the ICT can be opened classroom doors to the outside world, the community could be a new role in class.

Since education is transferred in model centered-teacher to centered-student model, the unique authority of teachers was low and are known more than as facilitators, observers and trainers (of the absolute ruler to guide the way).

Primary task of the teacher is teaching students how to ask questions and to discuss the issue, make hypotheses, and then if necessary to reach Information about finding the issues raised in relation to the assessment.

Because of improved ICT training a new experience, even for teachers, teachers learn educational process and new things are discovered among the students.

Plus this is not unusual to see students in a class based on ICT undertake formal and informal roles of teacher to younger friends and students and sometimes even for teachers.

Teachers and students from different schools, experts, parents, community and business leaders, politicians and other stakeholders are involved in the educational process areas as resource persons, critic, observer and encouraging.

They also are essential and general customers for student published work on the Web or other media. Not many teachers reluctant to use ICT are especially "computer and internet usage. Hannafin and Savenye were found several reasons for this reluctance:

- Poor design of software,
- pessimism towards Computer effects of increasing efficiency in teaching,
- lack of managerial support,
- the time and efforts to increase technology and learn how to use for training
- Fear of losing authority in the classroom, as class is centered student.
These are points that should be served in pre-service training and professional development programs in in-service training of teachers. In in-service training about professional development of ICT teachers, should in the long run, be flexible and possible [2].

For many teachers lack the necessary conditions, and with less rights in developing countries, adaptation of ICT effectively subject to granting the necessary opportunities for learning things that they need to learn according to their own experience. Motivation of teachers and supporting teachers to pursue professional development plan is necessary. That can be promoted as with ICT initiatives for teachers who are classroom teachers or ensure adequate access to technology is after training.

Results:

This paper is a multidisciplinary study of ICT initiatives for rural development. It emphasizes adoption of a more systematic approach for integrating Traditional Knowledge Systems (TKS) and ICT inputs to ensure sustainability of rural e-governance projects. The study of literature related to rural development and e-governance has indicated various issues impeding success of such initiatives. The main issues are lack of localization of content for rural communities and inadequate participation of rural communities in design of rural ICT initiatives. The study therefore suggests the use the systems-approach to integrate the relevant TKS along with ICT initiatives in the design of e-governance systems for rural development. This participatory approach can lead to creation of more acceptable and sustainable e-governance projects.

Regardless of the wide differences in ICT access between rich and poor countries and between different groups in the country, there are concerns that challenge the application of ICT in education with the existing differences among the lines of economic, social, cultural, geographic and gender will be broader. Everyone equal opportunities in terms of suitability for participation are necessary, but access to various factors, either as users or as producers through their sources is difficult and heavy. Therefore, the primary differences enhance and even grow. Consequently, programmers' international education is faced with a difficult challenge and how to help solve the problem and its development.

Promoting ICT in education, when done without careful study, can lead to the marginalization of those with more favorable conditions are unknown. For example, "women compared with men, because of illiteracy, lack of higher education, lack of time and mobility and poverty, controlling access to ICT and fewer opportunities for training are relevant. Also, more boys than girls' access to computers at home and school are not strange to say that if more boys than girls are willing to work with computers. The report of the University Association of American Women is that "Although some girls have an important gender gap have been limited, but today's technology, technology club, and boys in public schools while its own problems and programs are settled girls use computers for word processing the brand". In an assessment in four African countries, the activities organized by World links remote international cooperation on projects between teachers and students in developing countries will promote, despite creating programs without regard to sex contacts, sexual inequalities remain Uganda and Ghana. In addition, while more girls than boys in relation to academic performance and advanced communication skills program will enjoy more than boys, but they were unable to perform their technological skills were. A set of economic factors, organizational and cultural differences involved in the social.

"The high ratio of students to computers and politics, whoever came first, the first is used in accordance with the girls wanted it." Girls travel restrictions in the early hours of daily work and home responsibilities are that this will limit their access. Also because local patriarchal beliefs dominate the boys are in the computer lab environment. Including proposed measures to address this discrimination, strategies to encourage schools to create "fair use" in the computer labs and the holding of meetings and sexual sensibilities conductivity decreased defense duties after school girls. ICT provides access to only a small part of the action is created equal. Equal attention should also be applied to ensure the technology really "is used by learners and ways of how well their needs will cure.

An educational program that reinforced this approach shows the overall program is bilingual. The program seeks to establish technology learning centers for bilingual teachers, students, teachers, parents and community members. Technical teams from each center three students, two teachers and the director of the Center with at least one female student and a teacher are female.

Another example of a general approach to the application of ICT in education, radio education project Gobi Women of Mongolia, which seeks to provide professional and educational structure of women's favorite courses around the nomads and their opportunities for income generation.

It contains topics such as livestock rearing, family support (family planning, health, nutrition and health) to create income in the application of local raw materials and basic skills for the job is a new market.
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